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ABSTRACT

Fracture toughness tests in mode ll for dense concrete with the w/c (water to
cement) ratio varying from 0.6 to 0.9 were reported. Profile lines of fractured
concrete specimens underwent independent, dual quantitative analysis: using image
analyser Quantimet 720 and tablet digitizer coupled with an IBM PC personal
computer. The results of fracture toughness tests were compared to fracture profile
line parameters. It was demonstrated that the FlL—K,,c and FtL—J,,c relations evaluated
for ordinary concrete were not valid for dense concrete (R, denoted linear
roughness, while Kucand JHC denoted fracture toughness).
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INTRODUCTION

Advances in quantitative fractography resulted in new methods of broad and
general application in experimental analysis of structure—property relationships.
However, quantitative fractography seems to be applied rather in the field of
metallography or ceramics than in cement matrix materials (Banerji 1988, Coster
and Chermant 1983, Cwajna et al 1984, Stang et al 1990, Stroeven 1990, Stroeven
and Babut 1986, Underwood and Banerji 1987). Only a few works have been
devoted to fracture properties of dense concrete designed for radiation shields in
atomic structures (Jamroiy and Rawicki 1991, Rawicki 1990,1991). Concrete
radiation shields are among the most important structures in civil engineering and
fracture toughness is one of their fundamental characteristics. It may play an
important role as well in normal service conditions when local microcracks can
emerge as in the case of any accidents.

Taking into account the basic properties of brittle bodies it has been assumed
that shear stresses are more dangerous than compressive stresses. The above
mentioned assumption was taken as a basis for planning and carrying out the tests
on special dense concrete envisaged for construction of the shield for an atomic
reactor vessel (Rawicki 1990). The aim of the present work is to analyse the










